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Abstract
Research documenting the influence of demographic diversity on informal social networks is reviewed and critiqued. I focus in particular on research describing the importance of demographic diversity in the development of strong interpersonal relationships. I also consider the importance of network connections between team members and with colleagues outside the team in mediating the association between demographic diversity and team performance. Internal and external relationships define a team’s social capital and I illustrate how a focus on a team’s social capital helps to explain why the “diversity effect” on team performance varies from positive to negative. In my call for future research, in addition to a focus on demographic diversity, I emphasize the importance of considering more general dynamics and processes that either moderate or mediate the association between demographic diversity and important organizational outcomes.
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Introduction

Over the last 30 years, the US labor force has become more diverse with respect to a number of demographic characteristics, including age, gender, race and nationality. Changes in the US labor force have quite naturally resulted in more diverse working environments. The increase in demographic diversity has coincided with a significant shift in the organization of work processes. Firms have replaced layers of bureaucracy and managerial control with more strategic and temporary forms of organization (e.g., cross-functional teams) that facilitate the transfer of knowledge, information and expertise. Firms are focusing on more effective knowledge management because the ability to transfer knowledge effectively among individuals is critical to a host of organizational processes and outcomes, including the transfer of best practices (Szulanski, 1996), new product development (Hansen, 1999), learning rates (Argote, Beckman, and Epple, 1990; Darr, Argote, and Epple, 1996), and organizational survival (Baum and Ingram, 1998).

Network connections contribute to knowledge management by helping to surmount two significant barriers to knowledge transfer (Reagans and McEvily, 2003; Tortoriello, Reagans, and McEvily, 2011). In particular, while knowledge transfer can be beneficial, it is difficult to achieve when a source and potential recipient do no overlap in their knowledge and expertise. Knowledge overlap facilitates knowledge transfer because individuals learn new ideas by associating those ideas with what they already know (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Simon, 1991). When knowledge overlap is low, successful knowledge transfer will either require more effort by the source and recipient
or a greater capacity for knowledge transfer. Prior research suggests that strong network connections increase the amount of effort individuals are willing to exert during the knowledge transfer process (Szulanski, 1996; Uzzi, 1997; Hansen, 1999; Reagans and McEvily, 2003; 2008; Sgourev and Zuckerman, 2009). Prior research also indicates that network range (i.e., maintaining a network the spans structural holes or disconnects) improves an individual’s capacity for knowledge transfer (Reagans and McEvily, 2003; Tortoriello, Reagans, and McEvily, 2011).

Since informal network connections contribute to processes, like knowledge transfer, that ultimately contribute to organizational performance, the value of informal network connections is increasing during a time period when the work environment is becoming more diverse. Consequently, a number of scholars and practitioners have asked how changes in the demographic composition of a firm or organization have affected the development of interpersonal network connections. In this chapter, I discuss and review two distinct lines of research that has considered the intersection between diversity and social networks. The first area of research considers how diversity affects the development of network connections between individual firm members. The second line of work considers how diversity affects team performance by influencing the relationships that team members develop with each other and with colleagues outside the team. I also discuss potential avenues for future research that would advance our understanding of how diversity affects network formation and team performance.
Diversity as Connections: Homophily

Researchers with an interest in the network formation process have considered how an increase in diversity has affected the tendency for relationships in a firm or organization to exhibit homophily. Homophily exits when network connections, especially strong connections, are concentrated among individuals who share a demographic characteristic (Lazarsfeld and Merton, 1954). A network connection is strong when it connects individuals who feel emotionally attached to one another and/or communicate with each other frequently (Marsden and Campbell, 1984). Outside of firms in the general population, homophily has been documented across a large number of characteristics, including age (Marsden 1988, Burt 1991), education (Yamaguchi 1990), gender (Brass 1985, Ibarra 1992, 1997), race (Marsden 1987, Ibarra 1995, Moody 2001), and religion (Laumann 1973). Inside of firms and organizations, researchers have found organizational networks are often characterized by homophily. People who share a demographic characteristic are more likely to be connected to each other and are more likely to communicate with each other more frequently (Lincoln and Miller, 199; Miller et al. 1981; Pfeffer 1982, 1985; Kram and Isabella, 1985; Tsui and O’Reilly 1989; Zenger and Lawrence 1989; Ibarra, 1992, 1995, 1997). Homophily has been documented so frequently that it is often assumed to be a “law of interpersonal relationships” (McPherson et al. 2001).
Demographic Similarity

The initial explanation for homophily focused on interpersonal dynamics in generating strong network connections. People who shared a demographic characteristic were assumed to also share life histories, experiences, and attitudes, which made it easier for them to interact. An easier and more pleasant encounter was more likely to result in a strong network connection (Laumann 1966, Byrne 1971, Schneider 1987). While scholars focused on the positive effect in-group membership had on tie strength, the positive effect was assumed to be a function of people who were similar on the “surface” (e.g., both women) also being similar with respect to “deep,” or unobserved, behaviors, attitudes, and characteristics (e.g., both liberal).

Instead of assuming that demographically similar individuals will always attracted to each other, more-recent research grounded in social psychological gives priority to the broader social context in which similar individuals meet and interact with each other. In particular, social psychological explanations for homophily have highlighted the salience or social significance of the demographic characteristic two individuals have in common. Sharing a demographic characteristic will be of little consequence if the two individuals do not assign any weight or significance to the shared characteristic. Moreover, a demographic characteristic that is of little consequence in one situation could be socially significant in another situation. For example, sharing the characteristic American could result in a more positive interaction if two Americans meet one another on a street in Paris. But if the same two individuals were to meet on a street in Chicago, sharing that same characteristic would have little or no effect on their interaction, because almost
everyone in Chicago is an American. In Chicago, the most important characteristic could be where an individuals lives or was educated.

The salience of a demographic characteristic is important because individuals are more likely to identify with a salient characteristic, and identification with a characteristic generates positive affect for in-group members (Hogg and Turner 1985; Hogg and Hardie 1991; Hogg 1992, 1993; Hogg and Hains 1996; Grieve and Hogg 1999). Prior research has established that two demographic factors can influence the salience of a characteristic and therefore the rate at which demographic similarity translates into homophily. One factor is the composition of the focal organizational unit or group. If an organizational unit contains a minority and a majority group, its composition is skewed (Kanter 1977: 209). The demographic characteristic that defines minority status is more likely to be salient, while the characteristic that defines majority status is less likely to be salient (Tafjel and Turner 1979, Mullen 1983, Turner 1985, Brewer 1991). If women, for example, represent ten percent of an organizational unit and men represent the remaining ninety percent, the category of female will be salient for women but the category of male will not be salient for men. As the composition of the unit becomes more balanced, the characteristics female and male become more salient. If men and women each represent fifty percent of a unit (i.e., the unit is balanced demographically), the category of male will be salient for men and the category of female will be salient for women.

A second demographic factor is the correlation among demographic characteristics. Salience increases when in-group membership with respect to one demographic
characteristic is reinforced by in-group membership with respect to multiple characteristics (Blau and Schwartz 1984, Lau and Murnaghan 1998). When multiple characteristics are “consolidated”, the boundary between the in-group and the out-group is more clearly delineated. For example, if all the women on a team are young and all the men are older, membership in each in-group (i.e., young women and older men) will be salient. Thus, a demographic characteristic can be salient even for members of a numerical majority if those members share multiple demographic characteristics. The importance of being similar along multiple dimensions is not limited to demographic characteristics. If, for example, members of a numerical minority all perform the same task or activity in an organization, or if minority status in a firm corresponds with minority status in the general population, the characteristic that defines minority status will be more salient (Turner 1987: ch. 6).

The general idea is two individuals will assign more weight to their demographic similarity when the shared characteristic is salient and the increase in salience should increase the rate at which demographic similarity produces stronger network connections. The available empirical evidence is consistent with the two explanations for salience and the resulting homophily discussed above. Reported empirical results indicate that social similarity is more likely to produce a strong tie when people who share the focal characteristic (a) are part of a numerical minority (Mehra et al. 1998, Mollica et al. 2003, Reagans 2005), (b) are assigned to a balanced organizational unit (Moody 2001, Bacharach et al. 2005, Mouw and Entwisle 2006), or (c) share multiple characteristics (Blau and Schwartz 1984).
Negative In-Group Bias

While most researchers have focused on the positive association between demographic similarity and tie strength, a small but growing number of scholars have focused on the conditions when demographic similarity will have a negative effect on the strength of a network connection (Reagans and Burt, 2002; Reagans, 2005; Duguid et al. 2010; McGinn & Milkman, 2010; Loyd 2011). Indeed, while scholars emphasize the positive association between demographic similarity and tie strength, the available empirical evidence indicates that sharing a demographic characteristic increase, reduce, or have no effect at all on tie strength (Reagans, 2005: 1379-1381). Elsewhere, I developed an argument that sought to explain variation in the association between demographic similarity and tie strength as a function of three distinct causal mechanisms: (a) some baseline level of interpersonal attracted associated with sharing a demographic characteristic, (b) a positive effect due to in-group identification, and (c) a negative effect due to in-group rivalry and competition (Reagans and Burt, 2002; Reagans, 2005). In-group identification and competition vary with the relative frequency of the shared characteristic to define a predictable association between the effect sharing a demographic characteristic has on tie strength and the relative frequency of the shared characteristic in the larger organizational unit. Sharing a demographic characteristic can be expected to have its most positive effect on tie strength when in-group members are part of numerical minority. As members of the numerical minority increase in size, the magnitude of the positive effect should start to decline (the positive effect that in-group identification has on tie strength is declining and the negative effect
associated with in-group competition is rising). As the group continues to grow in size
and starts to represent a plurality of individuals in the organizational unit, the effect
associated with sharing a characteristic could turn negative (the negative rivalry effect is
large enough to offset the baseline level of attraction and the positive identification
effect). If group members represent a majority of the unit (and the characteristic
defining in-group membership isn’t consolidated with other demographic
characteristics), sharing a demographic characteristic should have no effect on tie
strength. Supporting evidence has been documented has been documented among
investment bankers (Reagans and Burt, 2002), research scientists (Reagans, 2005) and
teachers (Reagans, 2011).

My argument focused on status-based competition within a group in producing
negative in-group connections. A related line of research focuses on the amount of
status available to a group (Duguid et al. 2010; Duguid, 2011; Loyd, 2011). All
demographic characteristics are not the same. Some characteristics confer more status
(e.g., white, male, educated) than other demographic characteristics (e.g., African
American, female, uneducated). If an individual belongs to a low status group, he or she
might avoid interacting with in-group members, especially if he or she has managed to
exceed the status generally associated with his or her group (Duguid et al. 2010). For
example, a female manager might avoid advocating for a female subordinate if she
believes her female colleague is not as talented as she is (Duguid, 2011). The female
manager could believe that the presence of a woman with less ability would undermine
her standing in the group. Individuals could avoid strong in-group relationships even
when quality is not an issue. For example, the female manager might avoid advocating for another female out of concerns for appearing biased in the eyes of her male colleagues (Loyd, 2011).

**Propinquity**

A more-sociological explanation for homophily gives causal priority to being proximate in time and/or space (Festinger et al. 1950; Feld 1982, 1984; McPherson et al. 2001; Ingram and Morris 2007). The basic idea is that individuals are more likely to be connected to people they encounter more frequently. More frequent interactions could have a positive effect on tie strength either because repeated exposure provides individuals with an opportunity to discover mutual or compatible interests or because with repeated exposure individuals become more appreciative or tolerant of their differences. The positive effect that proximity can have on network connections has been established across a number of proximity indicators, including classrooms (Shrum et al. 1988), dormitories (Festinger et al. 1950), neighborhoods (Mouw and Entwisle 2006), voluntary organizations (McPherson and Smith-Lovin 1986, 1987), seating arrangements (Caldiera and Patterson 1987), and break schedules (Reagans, 2011).

The proximity argument focuses on the formation of relationships in general. When used to account for homophily, sociologists focus on the opportunities that demographically similar individuals have to interact with each other. They maintain that institutional and structural forces provide demographically similar people with more opportunities to develop a network connection. For example, typecasting by employers
segregates men and women at work (Bielby and Baron 1986). As a result, men and
women have more opportunities to develop relationships with members of their
respective in-groups. The very same dynamics could just as well produce stronger ties
between people who do not share a characteristic. For example, most of us are
educated with people our own age, which generates strong ties between individuals
who are proximate in age. But because most schools are coed, the same process creates
stronger cross-gender ties. Housing segregation by race in the United States generates
strong ties among people who belong to the same racial group. Housing segregation by
race can generate stronger network connections between individuals of different
education levels or who belong to different economic classes. Indeed, racial segregation
makes it more difficult for middle-class African Americans to maintain social closure
with respect to class and avoid many of the social ills associated with poverty (Pattillo,
1999).

Future Directions: Diversity as Connections

I have discussed the role of demographic similarity and propinquity in producing
homophily. While the two mechanisms are distinct conceptually, organizational
demography researchers often assume the two share demographic diversity as a
common antecedent. In particular, it is generally understood that an increase in the
demographic diversity of an organization or organizational unit, will increase the
salience of demographic similarity and the increase in salience will result in more
homophily. However, the same increase in demographic diversity will make out-group
members more proximate, thereby providing unit members with more opportunities to
develop relationships with out-group members, which should reduce the tendency for relationships inside the organization or organizational unit to be characterized by homophily. The causal framework is illustrated in figure 1. An increase in demographic diversity increases two mechanisms that have opposing implications for homophily (Blau and Schwartz 1984, Brewer and Kramer 1985, Moody 2001, Hewstone et al. 2002). The positive effect that an increase in the salience of demographic similarity can have on homophily will be offset by the positive effect that opportunity can have on relationships between dissimilar individuals.

The causal framework in figure 1 indicates that an increase in diversity has ambiguous implications for homophily. Given the directions of the link along the pathways, if the magnitudes of the coefficients are not known a priori it is impossible to know how an increase in demographic diversity will affect homophily. Figure 1 is not examined directly. Instead, scholars infer the relative magnitude of the coefficients in figure 1 from the overall association between demographic diversity and homophily. For example, in an analysis of cross-race friendships among high school students, Moody (2001) found an increase in racial diversity in a school reduced the likelihood a student would be involved in a cross-race friendship. Moody concluded the salience effect was larger than the opportunity effect. When the association between diversity and homophily has been negative, scholars have concluded the opportunity pathway was larger than the magnitude of the similarity pathway (Rytina et al. 1988: 650-652; Bacharach et al., 2005; Mouw and Entwisle, 2006).
Instead of using demographic diversity as a proxy for (salient) demographic similarity and the opportunities an individual has to interact with out-group members, future research should consider how demographic similarity and propinquity combine to produce strong network connections. Indeed, despite the large body of research, we do not know how much each mechanism contributes to tie strength. Organizational demography researchers have either focused on the salience of demography similarity, propinquity, or have used demographic diversity as a proxy for both mechanisms. As a result, we do not know how much demographic similarity and propinquity contribute to strong ties alone and when combined with each other.

While it seems reasonable to assume that propinquity will moderate the association between demographic similarity and tie strength. Being in close proximity could either amplify or dampen any positive effect that demographic similarity has on tie strength. On the one hand, when demographic similarity is salient, two individuals could be more likely to take advantage of the opportunity that being in close proximity provides. Thus, being in close proximity should amplify any positive effect that demographic similarity can have on tie strength (Zeng and Xie 2008). But on the other hand, more-frequent contact between in-group members could reduce the positive association between demographic similarity and tie strength. In particular, recent research has shown that the positive association is a function of actual and expected similarity (Hogg and Hardie 1991, Hogg et al. 1995). Expected similarity is a function of sharing a demographic or social characteristic, whereas actual similarity is a function of sharing unobserved attitudes, behaviors, and beliefs. When an in-group member meets or exceeds prior
expectations with respect to unobserved attributes, his or her relationships with in-
group members are stronger (Hogg et al. 1995). However, if two people who share a
demographic or social characteristic are similar only on the surface, propinquity would
provide them with more opportunities to discover how very little they actually have in
common, which should reduce the positive effect that demographic similarity can have
on network connections (Ziebro and Northcraft 2009: 148-149). For example, if a young
person assumes all young people are liberal Democrats, more opportunities to interact
with a young conservative Republican would make it more likely their differences in
political philosophies would be revealed and, consequently, the positive effect of being
the same age would be diminished.

Recently, I analyzed how demographic similarity and proximity contributed to strong
eties among elementary and middle school teachers. Network connections among
teachers were a source of social support and were also conduits for knowledge transfer
that allowed teachers to improve the quality of the instruction and ultimately the test
scores of their students. I focused on age similarity. I focused on age because empirical
analysis indicated that age was a primary source of demographic diversity in each school
and therefore was likely to be salient or socially significant. Proximity was defined in
terms of two teachers having a classroom on the same floor and overlap in the teacher’s
break schedules. Teachers with classrooms on the same floor were proximate in space
and teachers who took breaks at the same time where proximate in time. Being
proximate in time and/or space provided two teachers with more opportunities to
develop a meaningful relationship.
I found that age similarity had a positive effect on tie strength and the positive age similarity effect was even more positive under the conditions that made age similarity more salient. I also found that the positive effect that age similarity had on tie strength was even more positive when teachers the same age had more opportunities to interact with each other (i.e., two teachers had a classroom on the same floor). My findings call into question the “trade-off” illustrated in figure 1. Among the teachers I analyzed, demographic similarity and propinquity had positive effects on tie strength and the effects were even stronger when both mechanisms were present. Moreover, an increase in the salience of demographic similarity didn’t come at the expense of the expense of the opportunity to develop relationships with socially dissimilarity colleagues. The correlations between the indicators of propinquity (i.e., the same-floor and break-overlap variables) and the age-similarity variable were modest. However, the research findings did indicate that the negative effect age dissimilarity had on tie strength was even more negative when age-dissimilar teachers were more aware of their differences and had classrooms on the same floor.

Thus, the empirical results are consistent with prior theorizing in the sense that the positive effect that proximity had on the strength of relationships between age dissimilar individuals declined as their social differences became more salient. The decline in the proximity effect was not a function of age dissimilar individuals’ having fewer opportunities to interact with each other. As differences in age became more salient, age-dissimilar individuals were less likely to take advantage of the opportunity to build a strong tie. While statistically and theoretically significant, the decline should
be considered in the context of the large and positive effect that propinquity had on tie strength. Among the teachers I studied, proximity had the largest effect on tie strength, independent of demographic similarity. The results indicated that teachers did develop strong ties with age-dissimilar colleagues as their opportunity to develop a strong tie increased.

The research findings reported above illustrated how demographic similarity and proximity can combine in the production of strong interpersonal connections. I highlight can because while I found that propinquity amplified the positive effect demographic similarity had on tie strength, it is not immediately clear to me that propinquity will always amplify the positive effect that demographic similarity can have on tie strength. In particular, if demographically similar individuals do not share important attitudes, behaviors, and beliefs, being in close proximity and encountering each other more frequently should provide them with an opportunity to learn how little they actually have in common and therefore reduce the positive effect that surface similarity can have on network connections (Ziebro and Northcraft 2009). If people who share a demographic characteristic are only similar on the surface, the interaction between demographic similarity and proximity would be negative. If people who share a demographic characteristic are also similar with respect to deep characteristics, being in close proximity should provide them with more opportunities to reinforce what they have in common. When surface and deep similarity are congruent, proximity should amplify the positive effect social similarity can have on tie strength.
Among the teachers I studied, I found that proximity amplified the positive effect age similarity had on tie strength. Although it is possible that age similar teachers were also similar in unobserved attitudes, behaviors, and beliefs, prior research has established that the association between surface and deep similarity is often weak (Harrison et al. 1998; Phillips and Loyd, 2006). Perhaps the critical issue is not what people actually have in common but what they believe they have in common. If an individual identifies with a demographic characteristic, perhaps he or she could assume that everyone who shares the characteristic also possesses the behaviors and characteristics that define in-group status (Hannan et al. 2007: ch. 5). Identification with a salient characteristic could increase the tendency to give in-group members the benefit of the doubt during interactions. If in-group members are assumed to possess certain behaviors and characteristics, an individual is more likely to notice those behaviors and characteristics when they are exhibited. Individuals often see what they expect to see and do not see what they do not expect to see. If, however, individuals are motivated to draw distinctions between themselves and members of their in-group, perhaps because they compete against members of their in-group for status and attention (Reagans 2005) or because they are concerned about how ties to in-group members will affect their standing in the larger group (Duguid et al. 2011), proximity would provide them with more opportunities to individuate in-group members.

I believe focusing on identification and competition in future research will be worthwhile because I believe identification and competition can help explain how propinquity moderates the association between demographic similarity and tie
strength. Propinquity provides an individual with an opportunity to learn more about an in-group member but concerns about status can affect which behaviors an individual is more likely to notice. When in-group identification is high, being in close proximity with in-group members could provide an individual with more opportunities to discover and observe positive in-group characteristics. When an individual is concerned about his or her status, being in close proximity with an in-group member could provide him with more opportunities to discover and observe individuating characteristics.

Finally, throughout my review, I have emphasized the importance of situational and contextual factors in generating strong ties in general and homophily in particular. I recognize, however, that individuals do not respond to situational factors in the same way. For example, some individuals have spent more time as a member of a numerical minority and experience in the minority condition could affect how much an individual identifies with current members of a minority (Smith and Moore, 2000). In an analysis of network connections at a large Midwestern University, Smith and Moore (2000) found that black college students who were educated at predominately white high schools where less likely to be connected to other black students. Or some individuals are more collective in their orientation, while others people are more individualistic. Adopting a more collective orientation could amplify how much identification and competition shape an individual's interactions with demographically similar colleagues, while the same situational factors could matter very little for a person with a more individualistic orientation. Future research should focus on how individual differences influence the link between contextual factors and the network formation process.
Diversity as Connections: Team Performance

Diversity researchers have also considered how a team’s demographic composition affects its performance. The available empirical evidence has been mixed (Williams and O’Reilly, 1998). Reported research findings indicate that an increase in demographic diversity could either increase, decrease or have no effect at all on team performance. Despite the ambiguous research findings, scholars have maintained that demographic diversity is either beneficial or harmful for team performance. Given the ambiguous research findings, the two positions are often described as either being “pessimistic” or “optimistic” about the performance implications of demographic diversity (Reagans and Zuckerman, 2001; Mannix and Neale, 2005). In this section, I summarize the rationale underlying each stance and focus in particular on the importance of social networks in mediating the association between demographic diversity and team performance. I also describe a conceptual framework that is, at least implicitly, shared by both sides of the diversity-performance debate. The framework is used to motivate future research questions.

Diversity-Performance Debate

Scholars who are “pessimistic” about the performance implications of demographic diversity have argued that an increase in demographic diversity will be problematic for team performance because increasing diversity introduces social divisions that fragment interpersonal relationships inside the team (McCain, O’Reilly, and Pfeffer, 1983; Pfeffer, 1985; O’Reilly, Caldwell, and Barnett, 1989). Strong internal connections are important
because they provide a foundation for a number of performance-enhancing processes and dynamics. For example, a team is more likely to be successful when team members are motivated to do well, share their knowledge and expertise, and develop a division of labor that utilizes whatever knowledge and expertise is available on the team. Each outcome is more likely when team members are connected by strong network connections (Cummings and Cross, 2003; Oh, Chung and Labianca, 2004; Balkundi et al. 2007). Thus, by introducing social divisions, an increase in demographic diversity reduces the likelihood that team members will develop work structures and processes that ultimately contribute to superior performance outcomes.

Scholars who are more “optimistic” about diversity have focused the knowledge and information individuals bring to a team. Individuals who share a demographic characteristic are assumed to be more similar with respect to unobserved characteristics such as frameworks, opinions and worldviews. As a result, diverse teams are more likely to be characterized by a wider array of frameworks and perspectives, which should promote more critical debate during group discussions. By introducing divergent thoughts and opinions into internal team discussions, an increase in demographic diversity should also promote learning, creative problem solving, and, all of which contribute to superior performance outcomes (Bantel and Jackson, 1989; Ancona and Caldwell, 1992; Pelled, Eisenhardt, and Xin, 1999).

Diversity and Social Networks

Closure and Collective Action
While the two sides of the diversity-performance debate predict different performance outcomes, the two positions actually have a great deal in common. Diversity researchers are in relative agreement about the social networks that mediate the association between demographic diversity and team performance (Reagans and Zuckerman, 2001; Reagans, Zuckerman, and McEvily, 2004). The importance of social relationships is explicit in the so-called pessimistic position. An increase in diversity is assumed to be problematic because it will fragment relationships inside a team, thereby undermining a team’s capacity to achieve collective goals and objectives. A large body of research has established that the focus on internal cohesion is warranted. Strong interpersonal relationships (both direct and indirect) inside a community help to align individual behavior with collective goals and objectives and therefore communities overcome collective action problems (Ingram and Roberts, 2000). In any group or community, conflicts of interest can develop between what is best for the community and what is best for each individual member of the community. For example, the successful transfer of knowledge between individuals has a positive effect on a host of organizational processes and outcomes. Knowledge transfer can be beneficial for the organization but sharing knowledge is costly for the source. At a minimum, sharing knowledge requires time and effort. Moreover, anyone who shares what they know with their colleagues reduces the extent to which he or she can monopolize and therefore benefit from controlling valuable knowledge and information.

Explanations for the network closure effect are often grounded in rational choice theory (Grief, 1989; Coleman, 1990). When relationships in a community are
characterized by closure (i.e., strong direct and indirect third party ties), information travels more quickly (Coleman, 1988). And as a result, community members hear about uncooperative behavior more quickly. The dense web of connections also means that community members are in a better position to sanction offending community members (Greif, 1989). Thus, individual members of a community cooperate out of a desire to protect their reputation and standing in the larger community. The origins of trust and cooperation could be grounded in rational choice but once a strong tie has been developed, it is more likely to be maintained, even when commitment is not “rational” (Sgourev and Zuckerman, 2011). The empirical evidence supports the idea that the strong ties (both direct and indirect) defining network closure facilitate pro-social behaviors (e.g., knowledge transfer, extra effort) that allow collectivities (e.g., dyads, teams, or communities) to achieve outcomes that would be difficult to achieve otherwise.

Brokerage and Creative Problem Solving

Network connections play an important role for “optimists” as well. Instead of focusing on relationships between team members, optimists focus on the pattern of relationships between contacts outside of the team. People who do not share a demographic characteristic are assumed to possess different knowledge and expertise but they are also assumed to travel in different network neighborhoods, which helps to maintain those differences. Social capital researchers have established the importance of being exposed to diverse knowledge and information. The issue is most often
discussed in terms of the benefits associated with maintaining network connections that span “structural holes” or disconnects between communities (Burt, 1992; 2005; Reagans and Zuckerman, 2008). When network connections are conduits for information diffusion and knowledge transfer, knowledge and information is more likely to be redundant within versus between communities (Granovetter, 1973). As a result, individuals with relationships that span communities have access to more diverse knowledge and information, hear about new developments more quickly, and have support in more social circles (Burt, 1992).

Initial “structural hole” research focused on network connections in facilitating the more rapid diffusion or transfer of knowledge and information. More recent arguments have focused on how being exposed to more diverse ideas and frameworks changes an individual (Reagans and McEvily, 2003; Burt, 2005). Being exposed to a wider array (and therefore potentially conflicting) of knowledge and information promotes the kind of learning that improves an individual’s capacity for knowledge transfer and creative problem solving (Reagans and McEvily, 2003; Burt, 2005). Thus, scholars who expect for diversity to have a positive effect on team performance assume that a team will be more productive when the team assumes the position of a “broker” in an organization’s information and knowledge network.

Thus, while the two sides of the diversity debate expect for an increase in diversity to have different performance outcomes, each side emphasizes the importance of network connections in producing team performance. Pessimists focus on the presence of relationships inside the team while optimists give priority to the absence of connections...
between contacts *outside* the team. Each side even acknowledges the importance of the network feature emphasized by the other side. For example, Jeffrey Pfeffer and his colleagues (McCain, O’Reilly, and Pfeffer, 1983) warn that diversity can be problematic for team performance but Pfeffer (1985) also advises managers to develop network connections that cut across tenure cohorts because of the information and learning benefits boundary-spanning ties can create. And while Ancona and Caldwell (1992) expect for diversity to have a positive effect on team performance, they fully acknowledge that diverse teams will have a difficult time developing relationships and coordinating their behavior.

Teams that are internally cohesive and have range in their relationships with colleagues outside the team have more social capital and diversity researchers are also in agreement about how and why diversity affects a team’s social capital. Each side assumes that network connections in an organization are characterized by homophily. As a result, as demographic diversity increases on a team, team members are less likely to be connected by a strong interpersonal relationship. If the organizational network is characterized by homophily, people who do not share are less likely to be connected to each other and they are also less likely to be connected to the same third parties (White, 2002). As a result, as diversity increases, individuals who are added to the team are less likely to be connected to the same people outside the team.

Thus, at least with respect to the social networks that mediate the relationship between diversity and team performance, there is (at least implicitly) agreement about which network connections matter and how changes in diversity will affect those
connections. The underlying conceptual framework is illustrated in figure 2. The coefficients in the “causal” chain indicate that an increase in demographic diversity is expected to reduce internal cohesion and increase external range and each network feature is expected to have a positive effect on team performance. Figure 2 was tested in a small research and development firm (Reagans, Zuckerman, and McEvily, 2004). The teams performed a number of tasks including process improvement, scientific analysis, and product/material development. Analysis indicated that demographic diversity had the predicted effect on a team’s social capital and social capital had the predicted effects on a team’s performance.

With so much agreement, one has to wonder what the “debate” has been all about. Researchers who study diversity might disagree about the performance implications of introducing diversity but they agree about the network factors involved. They simply emphasize different parts of the framework. Pessimists focus on the upper pathway, while optimists give causal priority to the lower pathway. Despite differences in perspective one would have imagined that the agreement about the underlying conceptual framework would have resulted in more consensus or at least a less protracted debate. I believe the debate has persisted because scholars have tested their arguments indirectly. In particular, instead of estimating the coefficients in figure 2, scholars have regressed team performance on demographic diversity. If the estimated diversity effect was negative, they have concluded that whatever benefits diversity introduced were not large enough to offset the negative effect diversity had on internal relationships. If the estimated effect was positive, they have concluded that whatever
difficulties in internal processes diversity introduced were not large enough to offset the benefits associated with having access to a wider array of knowledge and information. The diversity-performance debate has persisted because the research strategy has allowed diversity researchers to be ambiguous about the causal mechanisms underlying their position and so has obscured just how much both sides have in common.

Figure 2 illustrates how diversity affects a team’s social capital and how social capital affects performance. One can draw two opposing implications from the figure. If an individual only cares about the overall diversity effect, figure 2 suggests that he or she can ignore the intervening social capital variables and focus on the overall association between demographic diversity and performance. Initial research adopted this empirical approach. The strategy is based on two very strong assumptions. First, diversity will only have the predicted effects on a team’s social capital when the broader organizational network is characterized by homophily. And the second assumption is that people who are similar on the surface are also similar with respect to important knowledge and expertise. Empirical evidence calls both assumptions into question (Lawrence, 1997; Harrison et al., 1998). Moreover, an exclusive focus on diversity can result in the wrong conclusions being drawn. For example, in the research and development firm we studied, diversity didn’t have a direct effect on team performance and one could have concluded that diversity didn’t matter. But it did. Diversity had the predicted effects on a team’s social capital and a team’s social capital had the predicted effect on team performance. Diversity had an effect on the social networks that help to determine a
team’s performance. The overall diversity effect was zero because the two pathways offset each other in the firm we studied. But diversity clearly mattered.

A second implication is that one can ignore diversity and focus on the social capital variables because they are the more proximate determinants of team performance. Not only do the social capital variables have a predictable effect on team performance. One can imagine they are easier to manage. For example, consider a manager who is charged with increasing a team’s capacity for creativity. In an attempt to introduce more divergent thoughts and opinions, a manager could either increase diversity or the manager could staff the team optimizing the holes between external contacts. When the network is characterized by homophily, the manager must consider the relative change in each pathway in figure 2 because increasing diversity will increase range and reduce cohesion. The overall effect diversity will have on performance is difficult to predict without an appreciation for the relative magnitude of coefficients in figure 2. A focus on external range will result in a more predictable outcome and will not necessarily come at the expense of the benefits provided by internal cohesion.

I see value in remaining mindful of the effects diversity can have on the network variables and how much those variables contribute to performance. In particular, focusing on the links in the framework helps to explain systematic “variation” in what might appear initially to be ambiguous research findings. Given the direction of the links in the causal chain, the effect that an increase in diversity will have on team performance can vary from positive to negative as a function of the relative magnitude of the links in the chain. If the coefficients in the lower pathway are larger than the
coefficients in the upper pathway, the overall diversity effect will be positive, but if the coefficients in the upper pathway are larger than the coefficients in the lower pathway, the overall diversity effect will be negative. And if the two pathways are equal, or if diversity has no effect on the network variables, the diversity effect will be zero, as I observed in the firm I studied. Focusing on the big picture allows us to understand that the “mixed” or “ambiguous” empirical results documented across previous studied have emerged from a systematic process (Chatman et al., 1998; Kochan et al., 2003; Mannix and Neale, 2005: 33).

**Future Directions: Diversity and Team Performance**

Figure 2 illustrates how a team’s social capital mediates the relationship between a team’s composition and its performance. I believe future research should focus on the factors that shape a team’s social capital. For example, one explanation for the mixed diversity effects observed across previous studies is that the value of diversity is contingent upon a team’s primary objective (Tsui and Gutek, 1999: 96-97). Diversity introduces divergent thoughts and opinions but also makes it more difficult for team members to coordinate their activity. Divergent thoughts and opinions are beneficial when the primary objective is creativity or innovation. The fact that diversity makes it more difficult for team members to coordinate their activity looms large when the team’s primary objective is efficiency. Therefore, the managerial implications seem clear. Since diversity introduces divergent thoughts, a manager should introduce diversity when creativity or innovation is the primary objective. But since diversity
makes it more difficult for team members to work with each other, diversity should be avoided when efficiency or cost reductions are the goal. The contingency approach speaks to the magnitude of the coefficients on the right hand side of figure 2. The positive effect that each network variables can have on team performance, however, suggests that the contrast while appropriate is also too stark. All teams need to innovate and coordinate their behavior (Hackman and Morris, 1975). Even teams that are concerned with efficiency can benefit from creative and innovative solutions. And teams that are concerned with innovation need to cooperate with each other. That being said, the magnitudes of the network effects could vary with the team’s primary objective (Rowley, Behrens, and Krackhardt, 2000). Therefore, a potential area for future research is to consider how the value of internal cohesion and external range varies as the primary goal of the team changes, either overall all or at different points in time.

The previous discussion suggests that teams that have a specific level of social capital do not experience a constant increase in performance. And the value of a team’s social capital could very well be contingent upon internal team dynamics that help determine how much network connections contribute to a team’s performance. For example, internal cohesion helps to align individual behavior and team goals. Cohesion generates consistency in behavior and consistency is important when team members value achievement or performance. If team members have low aspirations or performance goals, increases in cohesion will undermine team performance. In addition to aspiration levels, I see value in analyzing a team’s social capital and internal work structures and processes in a more dynamic framework. In particular, future research should consider
the interplay between a team’s transactive memory system and its social capital. A team has a well-defined transactive memory system (TMS) when work roles and responsibilities exploit team member’s knowledge and expertise (i.e., knowing and doing are matched on the team) and when team members have developed frameworks that facilitate coordination across their specialized assignments. Internal cohesion increases the likelihood that a team will develop a TMS because when team members are connected by strong ties, they have a better sense for who knows what (Reagans and McEvily, 2003) and as a result, team members are more likely to have developed work roles and responsibilities that exploit team members’ knowledge and expertise (Liang, Moreland, and Argote, 1995; Reagans, Argote, and Brooks, 2005). Once a team has developed a TMS, the positive effect internal cohesion has on team performance could increase. For example, Linda Argote, Ella Miron-Spektor and I (Reagans, Argote, and Miron-Spektor, 2011) considered how the presence of a shared language interacted with specialized work roles to determine team performance. Sharing a language allowed team members to coordinate their behavior more effectively. Effective coordination was important but it was especially important when team members had been assigned to work roles and responsibilities that took advantage of what they know (Reagans, Argote, and Miron-Spektor, 2011). Internal cohesion provides a foundation for the development of performance-enhancing work structures and processes but once established the same structures and processes could increase the positive effect that internal cohesion has on team performance.
The development of a TMS could also increase the positive effect external range can have on team performance. External range affects the likelihood that a team will have access to diverse knowledge and expertise and therefore defines a team’s capacity for creativity and innovation. How team members use the knowledge and information at their disposal is also important and quite often diverse knowledge and information is underutilized. For example, prior research on knowledge transfer and communication inside of teams has shown that team members are more likely to share common knowledge and information (Wittenbaum and Stasser, 1996). And even when a divergent thought or opinion is shared with other team members it is less likely to be accepted. A divergent or minority opinion is more likely to be accepted if the person with the divergent opinion is viewed as credible and is viewed by others to be proposing a course of action that is consistent with the interests of the team and not his or her personal interests (Argote, 1999: 121-122). Moreover, divergent thoughts and opinions are more likely to influence team processes when the person expressing the “minority” or dissenting views is also different demographically (Phillips, 2003; Loyd et al. 2011), unless the characteristic that defines his or her difference also indicates that he or she is less able (Thomas-Hunt and Phillips, 2004). This line of research has established that diverse knowledge and expertise is more likely to be beneficial when experts are willing to share what they know and when their team members are willing to evaluate team members’ knowledge and expertise objectively and critically. When team members are willing to objectively engage in critical debate and discussion, the best work routines and practices are more likely to be developed and implemented (Jehn, 1995, 1997).
The proceeding discussion suggests that developing a TMS could make external range more valuable. When a TMS has been developed, knowledge experts are more credible and as a result, they are more willing to share what they know and what the share is more likely to be critically engaged. External range could also affect the quality of the TMS that develops on a team. As external range increases, team members are less likely to overlap in their knowledge and expertise and they are more likely to have developed an ability to combine what they know. Both factors should increase the odds of a team developing a TMS. Moreover, the value of external range should be higher when expert status on a team is reinforced by an information and knowledge advantage in the larger network outside the team.

**Multiple Teams**

My discussion has focused on a single team. Organizations, however, are often concerned about the performance of multiple teams and those teams are often interdependent. The performance of one team often affects the performance of another team. Recent theoretical models have focused on the kind of organizational network that would increase team performance on average. Initial research findings illustrate the importance of a “small-world” network structure. A global network is a small world when network neighborhoods are internally cohesive and when those neighborhoods are connected by a small number of bridges or shortcuts. A small world network structure provides teams with an opportunity to learn from each other, which would raise the performance of every team (Uzzi and Shapiro, 2005; O’Leary, Woolley,
and Mortensen, 2011). Learning from the experience of others can also be detrimental. Indeed, the rapid diffusion of knowledge and information across teams can be beneficial when performance metrics emphasize the short-term (Lazar and Friedman, 2007; Fang, Lee, and Schilling, 2010). Rapid information diffusion can undermine longer-term and more dramatic improvements in performance because dramatic improvements are more likely when individuals and teams are exploring different parts of a knowledge-space. Global network structures that maintain system-wide diversity for a longer period of time increase the odds that teams will find the maximum peak in a problem-space (Lazar and Friedman, 2007). The results are based on computational and simulation techniques but in my opinion represent some of the most promising research in the field (Hong and Page, 2004). The research is informative but is also limited. Teams in the simulation are often performing the same task or working in the same problem-space. It seems more likely that teams will have divided their efforts and are working on complementary but distinct parts of a problem. What we need are more theoretical models and empirical analyses assuming that the teams in an organization are interdependent but have also specialized their efforts.
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